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ABSTRACT
Smartphone overuse is hyper-prevalent in society, and developing

tools to prevent this overuse has become a focus of HCI. However,

there is a lack of work investigating smartphone overuse interven-

tions over the long term. We collected usage data from 𝑁 = 1, 039

users of one sec over an average of 13.4 weeks and qualitative in-

sights from 249 of the users through an online survey. We found

that users overwhelmingly choose to target Social Media apps. We

found that the short design frictions introduced by one sec effec-
tively reduce how often users attempt to open target apps and lead

to more intentional app-openings over time. Additionally, we found

that users take periodic breaks from one sec interventions, and

quickly rebound from a pattern of overuse when returning from

breaks. Overall, we contribute findings from a longitudinal investi-

gation of design frictions in the wild and identify usage patterns

from real users in practice.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in ubiq-
uitous and mobile computing; Smartphones; Field studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smartphones have become ubiquitous in daily life, with over six

billion users around the world [73]. While smartphones provide

many benefits, enabling users to access information, connect with

distant contacts [23], andmanage chronic diseases [2], there are also

myriad negative consequences. Excessive smartphone use has been

connected to decreased sleep quality [35], reduced activity [58],

increased anxiety [36], and increased loneliness [59]. Users are

increasingly striving to regain control of their smartphone use [50],

aiming to maintain the utility benefits of a smartphone without

absentminded and meaningless interactions [41].

Past work in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has devel-

oped numerous potential solutions to tackle smartphone overuse

based on several different approaches. Prior work has tracked usage

time and used pop-up notifications [38] and goal-setting [20, 43]

to encourage users to reflect on their smartphone behaviors. Re-

searchers have also investigated blocking [6], restricting [27, 71],

and discouraging [54] smartphone use. Additionally, several groups

have shown successful results from incorporating reflection on the

real world [8, 76] and using design frictions [17]. Several of the

developed methods have shown promise in their investigations, but

there is a general lack of long-term usage studies to understand how

these interventions impact user behavior in practice [64]. Commer-

cially available mobile apps have recently grown in popularity with

rising public interest in regaining self-control over smartphone

use. Such commercial apps present an opportunity to study user

behavior related to smartphone overuse interventions in the real

world.

In this paper, we investigate how users interact with design

friction [11, 48] smartphone overuse interventions in everyday

life by analyzing longitudinal organic usage data of existing users

(𝑁 = 1, 039) of a commercial mobile app, one sec1, collected in-

the-wild. These users contributed historical usage data related to

their use of this design friction intervention. A subset of 249 users

responded to qualitative questions in an additional online survey.

By investigating usage patterns over a long time period in the wild,

we aim to investigate the following research questions:

1
https://one-sec.app/
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RQ1 What motivates smartphone users to employ design friction
interventions in practice?

RQ2 How do users set up and use design friction interventions
in practice?

RQ3 How do design frictions impact user behavior over time in
everyday use?

We found that users primarily use one sec to target social media

apps. We also found that the design frictions effectively reduce

the number of app open attempts and lead to more intentional

smartphone usage over time, as participants open their target apps

less often but continue through the design friction a larger fraction

of the time. Additionally, we found that participants take periodic

breaks, and their usage appears to go up during these breaks, but

it quickly recovers when they resume using the friction. In all, we

contribute a dataset of longitudinal in-the-wild historical usage

logs from 1,039 organic users of the commercial design friction app,

one sec, and results from both quantitative and qualitative analyses

of the data. Our results provide valuable insights for researchers in-

vestigating smartphone overuse, ideally helping to steer us toward

a future with less problematic and more mindful smartphone use.

2 RELATEDWORK
Ourwork strongly alignswith the digital wellbeing research area [80],

as our aim is to understand people’s long-term intervention use

patterns for the sake of improving their wellbeing. As such, we

present related work in terms of the causes and effects of disrupted

digital wellbeing, followed by current HCI solutions on how to

mitigate the disruptive effects, with emphasis on employing design

frictions [48]. We conclude with large-scale HCI works on under-

standing people to address the gap of insufficient long-term studies

suggested by a recent systematic review [64].

2.1 Digital Wellbeing
Smartphones have become ubiquitous, ever-present companions

as ownership continues to grow [53]. Excessive smartphone use

has negative consequences for both physical and mental health.

Overuse causes neck pain [84] and poor posture [1], has been

linked to depression and anxiety disorders [13, 60], and degrades

memory [7].

Modern mobile technologies are designed to be as engaging as

possible [19] as part of the attention economy [12], which serves

as a partial explanation for smartphone overuse. Overuse is linked

to digital stress, i.e., stress resulting from interactions with digital

technology, potentially leading to burnout, depression, and anxiety

symptoms [62].

Smartphone overuse has gained attention in industry, reflected

by both Google
2
and Apple

3
pre-installing Digital Wellbeing fea-

tures in their operating systems, and social media apps such as

TikTok including screen time limits and break suggestions
4
. From a

research perspective, there have been manifold attempts to under-

stand mechanisms to enable users to regain control of their phones

(e.g., [18, 20, 76]).

2
https://wellbeing.google/

3
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208982

4
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-us/investing-in-our-communitys-digital-well-

being

One dichotomy that complicates smartphone overuse is the fact

that smartphones are a convenient and powerful tool. Many aspects

of modern life depend on smartphones, and it is therefore not fea-

sible for many users to stop use altogether. However, when users

open their phone for a utility reason, they are often dragged into

rabbit holes of mindless use [74]. Past work has distinguished be-

tween general and absentminded use in questionnaires [47], where

absentminded use involves aimless scrolling, compulsive phone

checking, and other use without a purpose.

2.2 Smartphone Overuse Interventions
The numerous tools and interventions in HCI developed to tackle

smartphone overuse can broadly be categorized into passive self-

monitoring reflection tools and active interventions that intercept

smartphone use [50]. Within the active category, Lyngs et al. [43]

distinguishes between temporary limits, goals, rewards, and pun-

ishments.

Several researchers have investigated use limits on specific apps

with mixed results [20, 45, 54]. MyTime [20] used aspirations to

motivate users by reminding them of their own daily goals. Kim

et al. [26] created GoalKeeper to adaptively block use and found

that light restrictions have the best balance between user experi-

ence and effectiveness. Other researchers have used social pressure

as a motivator [25, 30]. Park et al. [55] employed positive rein-

forcement through micro-financial rewards. More recent research

efforts explore the potential responsibility shift from end users to

system designers [39] and educators [51] by introducing a design

that toggles between explorational and intentional use, and through

a university course on wellbeing, respectively.

2.2.1 Design Frictions for Technology Overuse. One common pat-

tern in several works is the use of frictions. Frictions are designed

to impede the user long enough to spark reflection without fully

blocking their actions, switching people’s behavior from being

driven by the automated system to the more deliberate, rational

system [11, 52]. Cox et al. [11] argue for intentional and careful

design frictions to spark reflection andmindfulness, as in “deliberate
and intentional [...] experience of the present moment”. Kim et al. [27]

investigated various effortful tasks [64] (such as typing random

digits) as an implementation of design frictions and found that they

reduced screen time. Park et al. [56] apply similar principles and

name the strategy “interaction restraint”. Song et al. [68] required
users to turn a physical hand crank in order to engage in social

media content. A further group of studies introduced a time lag to

access the device or service of interest [31–33, 66]. Lyngs et al. [44]

explored inquiring about users’ intention for using Facebook before

opening the application, with subsequent reminders of the stated

intention. Their results suggest that inquiring about intention de-

creases average daily time on Facebook and the number of daily

visits, with a trend towards shorter visits. MindPhone [76] inves-

tigated a mindfulness-based intervention at unlock that prompts

the users to reflect on either why they are opening their phone or

what they plan to do afterward. They found that reflecting on what

users plan to do after using their phones significantly decreased

usage, indicating that a focus on the real world may be an effective

intervention.

https://wellbeing.google/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208982
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-us/investing-in-our-communitys-digital-well-being
https://newsroom.tiktok.com/en-us/investing-in-our-communitys-digital-well-being
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The app which makes up the focus of our evaluation, one sec,
employs a combination of methods that appear in the literature.

The app primarily introduces brief frictions for a specified amount

of time when a user tries to open a target app. It can also provide

customizable prompts, apply schedule-based breaks from the in-

tervention, and other similar interventions. The use of frictions

and the ability to prompt the user closely relate to the approach in

MindPhone [76]. Due to the presence of multiple features from HCI

research as well as the large user base, one sec is an appropriate

medium to investigate user interactions with smartphone overuse

interventions in everyday life settings.

Perhaps most relevant to our work is the recent investigation by

Grüning et al. [17], inwhich the authors also use the app one sec. The
paper describes psychological mechanisms that enable one sec to
change user behavior. They found that offering the option to dismiss

consumption has the strongest impact on lowering consumption

behavior, and combining this with a friction and a message (i.e., the

full one sec intervention) is also significantly effective compared to

a control. In their investigation, Grüning et al. [17] recruited users

who were new to one sec to participate for six weeks and identified

a reduction in app open attempts for the targeted apps. We extend

this work by analyzing a fundamentally different dataset, that is,

historical usage data from existing one sec users over a longer period
of time. Our data, therefore, represents truly in-the-wild and organic

usage and is a crucial step toward understanding how smartphone

overuse interventions are used in daily life.

2.2.2 Long-Term Evaluations. Past work suggests that long-term

evaluations are both rare and necessary in HCI [78], while other

works have directly called for more longitudinal and truly in-the-

wild HCI investigations [29]. In the area of wellbeing, there is a

scarce amount of long-term, in-the-wild evaluations, as a recent sys-

tematic review suggests [64]. The review’s authors collect, within

another work [63], over 130,000 smartphone usage sessions over

three weeks to quantitatively extract smartphone use habits. This

was followed by an in-the-wild study of evaluating the effectiveness

of proposing alternatives upon an automated habit discovery with

20 participants for a minimum of 21 days to a maximum of 113

days. They found that participants not only decreased the time

spent on pre-specified target apps but also reduced their overall

smartphone usage. Where Roffarello and De Russis [63] aim to char-

acterize smartphone use habits, we target the specific group of users

who engage with smartphone overuse interventions. In another

longitudinal study, Kovacs et al. [33] explored users’ intervention

preferences over time by investigating logs from over 8,000 users

on HabitLab, a web platform whose goal is to help users decrease

their time spent online. Their findings cast doubt on whether users

will return to a more strict intervention setup once abandoned, yet

users themselves remain optimistic that they will pick up a stronger

intervention level in the future. We draw inspiration from their

work by also using usage logs as our primary source and using

prompts to gain additional insight from a portion of the participants

during the study. While they investigate a browser-based solution

for behavior change, our work specifically targets smartphone use.

Our work primarily extends the listed investigations by analyz-

ing long-term data from organic users of a commercially available

app that employs design frictions as an intervention for smartphone

(a) The Breathing Exercise inter-
vention displays a message along
with an animation coming from
the bottom.

(b) When the animation is com-
plete, one sec displays stats and
buttons to either dismiss opening
the target app or to continue.

Figure 1: How one sec interrupts a user opening a target app.

overuse. As such, we follow the call for more truly in-the-wild lon-

gitudinal studies in HCI [29] and long-term investigations [78] in

general. On a more notional level, we align with large-scale studies

on understanding people in HCI (e.g., [34, 37, 49]).

3 METHODOLOGY
We conducted a longitudinal in-the-wild study with existing users

of the commercial mobile app one sec. Participants contributed
historical app usage data, with a portion additionally participating

in a qualitative online survey.

3.1 Apparatus
We use a commercially available smartphone overuse intervention,

one sec, as a platform for our research. The app is triggered (see

Figure 1) when a user attempts to open a user-defined target app

and serves as a self-nudge [17, 61]. The primary intervention in the

app is based on a combination of a design friction and providing

the user an explicit option to dismiss opening the target app:

Design Friction. When users try to open a target app, one
sec imposes a short delay of 3 to 60 seconds (6 seconds by

default), customizable by the user. The delay is accompanied

by a short animation and acts as a design friction, providing

users with additional time to consider their choice, which has

been shown to increase deliberate decision-making [15, 70].
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Table 1: Design friction interventions available in one sec.

Intervention Description

Breathing Exercise An animation moves up and down the screen to guide the user’s breath (Figure 1a).

Minimal Breathing Exercise A minimal version of the Breathing Exercise

Follow the dot The user follows a dot moving over the screen with their finger.

Rotate phone The user physically rotates their phone three times.

Mirror Displays the user’s face, captured via the selfie camera.

Black Screen Displays a black screen.

User opens target

app (e.g., Instagram).

Triggers one sec, inter-
vention is displayed.

Continue to

target app.

Dismiss open attempt,

return to home screen.

Figure 2: Technical flow chart of how the one sec intervenes
between the target app and the user. The intervention is
triggered when a user attempts to open a target app and the
user is given a choice to continue or dismiss opening.

Option to Dismiss. After displaying the friction animation,

one sec presents users with an explicit option to dismiss

opening the target app or to continue. This nudge changes

the users’ choice architecture, making it easier for users to

avoid consumption. Changes to choice architecture have

been successfully employed in the digital world, for example,

by pop-ups that give users a chance to reconsider sharing

decisions or aggressive comments [24].

By combining a design friction with an option to dismiss, users

have the opportunity to reflect and make deliberate decisions about

their smartphone consumption. This aligns with dual systems the-

ory by enabling analytical and rational control [44, 52]. The inter-

action flow is outlined in Figure 2. Users can customize different

interventions
5
to occur during the design friction, with different

lengths of time and levels of interactivity, elaborated in Table 1.

3.2 Participants & Data Collection
We recruited existing users of one sec on a rolling basis between

December 15
𝑡ℎ
, 2022 and April 4

𝑡ℎ
, 2023 via a banner shown within

the app. Users completed a consent form and a short introductory

survey. As part of a larger research project, the participants were

given the opportunity to optionally contribute their historical data

and consent to six weeks of future data collection for research

purposes. We only consider the historical data (i.e., organic use of

the app) for this study. In total, 1,039 participants contributed their

historical usage data, which we pulled on September 5
𝑡ℎ

2023. All

quantitative data is logged directly via the one sec app.

5
https://tutorials.one-sec.app/interventions

To complement our quantitative findings with qualitative state-

ments, we ran an additional online survey among the 1,039 par-

ticipants between May 7
𝑡ℎ

and September 5
𝑡ℎ
, 2023. The survey

link was only displayed to participants after they contributed their

historical quantitative data. 24.0% of the participants responded in

full to our survey (𝑁 = 249). This approach of recruiting a portion

of the participants to contribute additional qualitative information

has been used by prior work in HCI (c.f. [14, 21, 33, 77]). However,

all questions were marked as optional. Almost 60% of participants

identify as male (𝑛 = 151) and 32% as female (𝑛 = 77). 11 partic-

ipants are of diverse gender, and 7 identify as non-binary. Two

participants chose not to disclose their gender. The average age is

𝑀 = 25.8 (𝑆𝐷 = 6.92,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 13,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 49).

We aimed to collect user data in a privacy-conserving manner.

We did not collect any information that could link data to individu-

als. Instead, on study participation, the app generates a universally

unique identifier (UUID) that is used to link app usage data with sur-

vey responses. The study and data collection has been approved by

the ethics board at Heidelberg University. The ethics board specifi-

cally approved the inclusion of children and minors in the study on

the basis that the app is publicly available on the App Store, and

therefore, anyone could download and participate in the study.

3.3 Quantitative Data Scheme and Analysis
We obtained the quantitative data as a list of users’ interactions with

one sec. Each entry in the list represents an intervention interaction;

the fields are displayed in Table 2
6
.

As seen in Figure 3, which provides an overview of when all users

participated in the study, there are a small number of participants

who have been using the app for a long time (over one year in

several instances). To improve the robustness of our analysis, we

defined an upper cutoff point of time, beyond which we do not

include the data because it is contributed by a small number of

users. We defined the cutoff point using an outlier method. The

cutoff is calculated as two standard deviations above themean, equal

to 43.8 weeks (309 days). The cutoff time is visualized in Figure 4,

along with the distribution of howmany users contributed different

lengths of usage data. It is important to note that the cluster of short

usage times does not represent users dropping out but rather is a

representation of the fact that there are more users with a short

period of historical data (e.g., they installed one sec fairly recently)

compared to the number of users who have been using the app for

a long time.

6
Fields not relevant to our analysis are omitted from the description

https://tutorials.one-sec.app/interventions
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Table 2: The format in which we obtained data for quantitative analysis.

Field Description

Participant UUID A unique identifier for each participant.

Target app The app the user is attempting to open (e.g., , Instagram, WhatsApp, etc.)

Resolution User response to intervention: openedApp if user continued to target app; dismissedAppOpening if user did

not continue to target app. An optional closedApp action records the target app closing but is not recorded

for each UUID.

Timestamp Unix time stamp of interaction.

Intervention type Type of design friction presented from the set described in Table 1.

Intervention duration Duration of the design friction in seconds/number of repetitions required to complete intervention.
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represents organic, historical usage of the app, resulting in different start times for the participants.
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Figure 5: The most common target apps and interventions.

3.4 Qualitative Online Survey
The qualitative online survey prompted six open-ended text ques-

tions and demographic questions on gender and age. The text ques-

tions were centered around individuals’ motivation to start using

one sec, the benefits and drawbacks of using one sec, the individuals’
perceived use and setup patterns, their feature wishes, and finally,

any other open feedback. The survey questions are included in the

supplementary material.

One author analyzed the qualitative quotes from the online sur-

vey using a top-down, non-exhaustive coding method. Two authors

then discussed the codes. We let the qualitative analysis be guided

by our quantitative findings, similar to Lukoff et al. [39]. As such,

we do not introduce any new results solely based on the qualitative

data, but rather the insights should be observed as supplemental to

our quantitative insights.

4 RESULTS
We collected 1,318,331 interactions across 1,039 participants for

an average of 1,268 interactions per person. In this, an interaction

refers to an attempt to open an app that was interrupted by one
sec. The participants, on average, used one sec for 13.4 weeks (𝑆𝐷 =

15.2𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 128𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠). The collected quantitative data serve

as objective measures of use that we triangulate with responses

from the online survey to reveal subjective experiences with one
sec and its perceived effectiveness.

In the following, we present the results of our mixed-method

analysis divided by our research questions. First, we address moti-

vations for using design frictions. Next, we present results related

to how users set up and use the app in practice. Finally, we present

findings relating to usage over time and periodic breaks.

4.1 Motivations for Use (RQ1)
Over 80% of the interventions target social media apps (see Fig-

ure 5a), predominantly Instagram (see Figure 5b). All 1,039 users

(100%) had at least one app open attempt associated with a social

media app.

A qualitative analysis of participants’ answers to the question

of why they began using one sec corroborates this information.

62% of participants (𝑛 = 154) use the phrase social media or the

specific names of popular social media platforms such as Instagram

and Facebook when explaining their reasons for adopting one sec.
Additionally, 103 participants expressed their intent to manage

the time they spent on their smartphones, while 36 participants

used phrases related to mindfulness, mindlessness, awareness, or
intentional use in their statements, indicating a desire to decrease

passive or habitual checking behavior and consequently increase

intentional use:

“I am tired of mindlessly using my phone and have a
difficult time stopping myself. [...] It is so easy to waste
time and to actually lose track of time altogether. [...]
I hoped one sec would help me reduce my usage and
become more thoughtful about spending time on my
phone.” (P87)

We also counted motivations that included phrases on addiction,
productivity or control. In all, 23 participants mentioned being ad-

dicted to smartphone use. Desires for increased productivity and
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Figure 6: Average user behavior over time. App open attempts and dismissal rates both demonstrate negative trends and are
described by exponential models.

decreased procrastination, or an increased sense of control were
present in similar ratios (𝑛 = 24 and 𝑛 = 19 participants, respec-

tively).

Several participants mentioned seeking the friction mechanism

after failing to fulfill their use goals with other solutions, such as

iOS’ default Screen Time app limits and popups
7
, or completely

deleting the apps of (dis)interest. These participants found exist-

ing mechanisms either not restrictive enough or too restrictive,

respectively:

“I’d tried things like setting screen time limits and delet-
ing the apps but I always just passed by that or used
my browser to access social media or shopping.” (P46)

“Rather than just deleting everything, I just wanted to
make sure every time I was using these apps was a
conscious choice.” (P43)

A subset of participants felt their activities in the physical world

were suffering due to their smartphone use, with particular empha-

sis on their free time:

“Breaks at work were wasted, after-work hours not re-
ally turned off, etc.” (P2)

4.2 Setup and Use in Practice (RQ2)
4.2.1 Interventions Setup. We analyze how participants set up and

use the different types of design frictions, which we refer to as

intervention types, introduced in Table 1. On average, participants

set up 2.51 different intervention types (𝑆𝐷 = 1.52, 𝑥 = 2). Figure 5c

shows the distribution of how many unique participants used each

of the six intervention types. The default Breathing Exercise inter-

vention type was used by 90% of the participants at some point

(𝑛 = 933).

7
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/set-up-screen-time-for-yourself-

iphbfa595995/ios

The average duration of the interventions, i.e., the design fric-

tions, is 7.82 seconds long (𝑆𝐷 = 7.77 𝑠 , 𝑥 = 6 𝑠 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 560 𝑠). Again,

90% of participants (𝑛 = 937) used the default intervention duration

of 6 seconds in at least one intervention setup. Participants set up

an intervention for 3.73 different target apps on average (𝑆𝐷 = 2.9,

𝑥 = 3,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 26).

We analyzed the variety in intervention setups based on the

appearance of different chains of target app – intervention type –
intervention duration within the data set for each participant. We

found that participants are confronted with 28.4 different interven-

tion setups on average (𝑆𝐷 = 52.7, 𝑥 = 8,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 426). The most

popular intervention setup among our participants is a 6-second

Breathing Exercise for the Instagram app (𝑛 = 641 participants).

The top five chains all have a duration of 6 seconds. Three of the top

five include Instagram (641, 279, and 265 participants, respectively),

with Twitter (279 participants) and YouTube (252 participants) being

the other two.

Qualitative insights gathered from participants showcase a wide

range of setups and one sec usage patterns. Whereas some partici-

pants invest significant time and effort in customizing their settings

to enhance self-efficacy, others opt for simpler and default configu-

rations, with numerous variations in between. These diverse setup

patterns highlight the personalized nature of individuals’ require-

ments when it comes to determining the level of restrictiveness and

effectiveness of one sec:

“I use more or less a majority of all the settings, on
occasion I will tweak them to see what works best for
me so say currently I’m trying shorter times to see if the
impact is any different. I’m using it for YouTube (mainly
because of the Shorts, which lead to doom scrolling till
4am. . . ), Amazon (to see if I save money, need more time
on that one to see!), and previously Twitter which I had
on much stricter settings.” (P35)

https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/set-up-screen-time-for-yourself-iphbfa595995/ios
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/set-up-screen-time-for-yourself-iphbfa595995/ios
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“I used the deep breathing setting. Tried them all out
including the journaling and I think the simplest is
working for me the best and least irritating.” (P130)

Several participants reported the time restrictions imposed by

one sec’s interventions to sometimes interfere with their typical

ways of using target apps, resulting in usability issues:

“I only set Instagram because I often want to take snap-
shots with Snapchat, which requires a quick opening.”
(P19)

However, a few participants expressed feelings of being over-

whelmed when setting up the interventions in one sec. As the app of-
fers various intervention options and customization features, users

likely find it challenging to determine the most suitable settings to

align with their specific usage patterns and preferences:

“I would use the blocking sessions but I can’t figure out
how to configure that properly.” (P122)

4.2.2 Use in Practice. Figure 6 shows the number of one sec inter-
ventions per user over time. For each intervention, the user either

continues to their intended app or closes one sec and does not con-

tinue (labeled as a dismissed attempt). Overall, users continued to

the target app on 67.0% of open attempts and dismissed opening

the target app 33.0% of the time.

Participants mentioned their app openings to be of increased

instrumental value thanks to one sec, yet at times report struggling

due to the dual nature of apps, e.g., Instagram can serve as both a

content consumption platform and a means of social interaction

through messages.

“Sometimes if I’m looking for something specific (for
example, looking at my favourite paper crafting profile
on Instagram for journaling ideas) or if I’m creating a
post for an organisation, I’ll have to open up the apps
despite the intervention, but if I’m just bored, I’m more
easily encouraged to do something else.” (P88)
“Yesterday I also set it up for Instagram and it [is] def-
initely harder since I use Instagram more as a social
platform. It’s difficult when the messages come into the
same app that you’re overusing.” (P93)

4.3 Usage Over Time (RQ3)
We investigated whether there is a significant change in total and

dismissed attempts over time, shown in Figure 6.

First, regarding total open attempts, Mann-Kendall trend test-

ing revealed a significant negative trend for app open attempts

per user per day (𝜏 = −0.772, 𝑝 < .001). However, as seen in Fig-

ure 6a, the slope is steeper at the beginning and levels out over time.

Consequently, we fit an exponential function to the data using a

non-linear least squares regression and tested it against a linear

model. We found a significant difference between the models and

a large effect size (𝐹 (2, 306) = 288, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .485), indicating

that the exponential fit describes more of the variance in the data.

The exponential component captures the steep decline in initial use

and demonstrates that users reduce their app open attempts over

time while using the design friction intervention.

For the percentage of dismissed attempts per day, visualized

in Figure 6b, Mann-Kendall trend testing revealed a significant

negative trend (𝜏 = −0.721, 𝑝 < .001). We again fit an exponential

function to the data using a non-linear least squares regression

method and tested it against a linear model. We found a significant

difference between the models (𝐹 (2, 306) = 104, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .253)

and a large effect size. Once again, this indicates that the exponential

model is a better fit for the data and explains the initial steep decline.

This indicates that users tend to dismiss opening target apps at

a lower ratio and, therefore, continue to target apps in a larger

fraction of attempts over time.

Correspondingly, qualitative statements report that more recent

opening attempts are more intentional rather than being rooted in

automated actions, as the following quotes demonstrate:

“In the beginning, after the intervention, I was not con-
tinuing to the apps often because I had been clicking
on to them mindlessly and the intervention grounded
me. Now, I usually continue to the app but it’s because
when I click on it I tend to have an objective.” (P43)
“I have noticed that I opened apps more ‘on purpose,’
which resulted in me actually using the app almost
every time the intervention was shown.” (P6)

Many participants reported having undergone some sort of self-

control “training” (P57) to “brain rewir[ing]” (P1), with some partic-

ipants explicitly describing the long-term effects of decreased use,

pursuing alternative activities, or embracing boredom.

“[M]y screen time has gone down from 3 hours to less
than 1hr daily - most of which is texting or calling my
girlfriend or taking notes on apple notes. [I] consider that
exactly how [I] want to use my phone so [I] wouldn’t
want to reduce my screen time further. [I]’ve kicked
my [R]eddit, [I]nstagram, and [Y]outube habits largely
thanks to one sec. With that additional time, [I] read,
meditate, write, walk, and spend more time with friends.
The effects have now lasted for over 2 months so they
feel fairly securely lifestyle changes not just a digital
diet as it were.” (P100)
“The app has definitely made me appreciate how pro-
ductive boredom can be, instead of just going on my
phone I can use it to do creative, or important things.”
(P79)

Yet, there are still participants who report getting used to the

friction in the long run, with the initial annoyance fading.

“After using the app for a couple months I think my
brain has gotten used to the waiting before an app opens.
It is no longer an inconvenience or annoying thing to
enter the app it’s just something that I have to do to get
into Instagram and that has kind of make the waiting
redundant as it doesn’t stop me as much as it did at the
start of my use with the app.” (P162)

Regarding days of the week, we found no significant differences

between the normalized app open attempts per user on different

days of the week (𝑝 > .05).

4.4 Periodic Breaks (RQ3)
Motivated by RQ3, we sought to identify usage patterns beyond

the overall trends presented in Section 4.3. We found that a notable
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Figure 7: The distribution of the lengths of breaks taken by users. There is a notable bump in frequency around 500 minutes,
which is equal to 8.3 hours and likely corresponds to time spent sleeping.
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Figure 8: The distribution of the lengths of breaks taken by
users – most breaks are approximately two days in length.

portion of users had large gaps between usage sessions. Based on

this observation, we sought to analyze usage patterns before and

after periods of non-use. In particular, in the following section we

identify a cutoff point to differentiate a “break” (i.e., temporarily

ceasing to use one sec) from a normal gap between uses. We then

characterize usage before and after breaks, and investigate if breaks

are more likely to occur on certain days of the week.

4.4.1 Defining a Break. To identify the cutoff point defining a

break, we used an outlier method. We define an upper outlier as

any gap between successive uses that is greater than two standard

deviations above the mean. As shown in Figure 7, the distribution

is heavily skewed towards short gaps and has a very long tail. The

mean gap time is 78.4 minutes (𝑆𝐷 = 1280 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑥 = 12.0 𝑚𝑖𝑛),

resulting in a cutoff point of 2,890 minutes (48.2 hours or 2.01 days).

Based on this cutoff, we see that there are 280 users (26.9%) with

at least one break and 970 total breaks, an average of 3.46 breaks

per user with at least one break. Breaks ranged from 48 to 17,323

hours (2 to 721 days), with a mean length of 220 hours (9.15 days).

The distribution of break lengths is shown in Figure 8, revealing

that approximately two days was the most common break length.

4.4.2 Usage Patterns Before and after Breaks. We examined the

hours immediately before and after a break. For this analysis, we

used the break length (48.2 hours) as a cutoff and captured snapshots

from each user aligned to the beginning and end of each break

instance. The total app open attempts per hour are visualized in

Figure 9 for the first hours of use, the hours preceding a break,

and the hours immediately following a return from a break. Mann-

Kendall trend testing revealed a significant positive trend leading

up to a break (𝜏 = 0.238, 𝑝 = .0165), while the first hours and hours

after returning from a break showed no significant monotonic trend.

To further characterize the usage patterns, we fit linear, sinusoidal,

exponential, and sinusoidal-exponential models to the data using

a non-linear least squares regression. We considered sinusoidal

functions because daily fluctuations are visible in the hour-scale

data. Guided by BIC criteria [4, 57] for all converging models, we

found that sinusoidal-exponential models fit the data best for all

three scenarios, first use (𝐹 (4, 42) = 260, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .432),

pre-break (𝐹 (4, 42) = 359, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .449), and post-break

(𝐹 (4, 42) = 87.7, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .402). The models for first use and

post-break both characterize a steep decline from initially high

usage followed by periodic fluctuations on a 24-hour cycle. The pre-

break model identifies a similar 24-hour fluctuation period followed

by a steep increase immediately before the break occurs.

We also examined the ratio of open attemptswhere users chose to

dismiss opening the target app, shown in Figure 10. Mann-Kendall

trend tests revealed significant negative trends after the first use

(𝜏 = −0.590, 𝑝 < .001) and after returning from a break (𝜏 =

−0.364, 𝑝 < .001), and no significant trend leading up to a break.

We again conducted non-linear least squares regression guided by
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(a) Hourly usage after first use.
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(b) Hourly usage before a break.
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(c) Hourly usage following a break.

Figure 9: App open attempts per user per hour for 48 hours after first use, preceding a break, and after returning from a break.
All three patterns are described by sinusoidal-exponential models with 24-hour periods.
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(a) Hourly dismissal rates after first use.
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(b) Hourly dismissal rates before a break.
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(c) Hourly dismissal rates following a break.

Figure 10: Dismissal rates for 48 hours after first use and after returning from a break show negative trends and are fit by
exponential models, while dismissal rates preceding a break have no significant fit.

BIC criteria [4, 57]. The hours after first use and following a break

are both best described by exponential models (𝐹 (1, 45) = 137,

𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .391) and (𝐹 (1, 45) = 26.4, 𝑝 < .001, 𝜂 = .126)

respectively, while we found no significant results for the hours

leading up to a break. The negative trends identified by Mann

Kendall testing for first use and post-break are reflected in the

exponential models, highlighting that users dismiss opening the

target app less often over time. The dismissal rate leading toward a

break does not appear to exhibit any meaningful characteristics.

4.4.3 Days of the Week. We investigated whether Day of Week

has a significant impact onwhen users begin and return from breaks

(Figure 11).

To characterize when users begin breaks, we conducted a linear

mixed-effects analysis to investigate whether Day of Week is a

significant predictor. We fit a linear mixed model (𝑅2 = 0.16) with

a REML and nloptwrap optimizer random intercept for individual

participants according to the formula: count ∼ day_of_week +
(1|participant). The model’s intercept corresponds to Wednes-

day at 1.37 (𝐶𝐼95% = [0.97, 1.77], 𝑡616 = 6.70, 𝑝 < .001) Within

the model, Friday shows a significantly positive effect, with a beta

value of 0.793 (𝑡 = 2.96, 𝑝 = .00318), while all other days have

non-significant negative effects, excepting Saturday, which has a

non-significant positive effect. This finding indicates that users are

significantly more likely to begin a break on a Friday.

Similarly, for returning from breaks, we fit a linear mixed-effects

model (𝑅2 = 0.12) to investigate the impact of Day of Week. We

used the same formula (count ∼ day_of_week + (1|participant))
with a random intercept for individual participants. The intercept

corresponds to Wednesday at 1.32 (𝐶𝐼95% = [0.95, 1.68], 𝑡628 = 7.09,
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Figure 11: The distribution of app open attempts per user on each day of the week for the last entry before or after a break.

𝑝 < .001). We found a significant positive effect for Sunday, demon-

strated by a beta value of 0.497 (𝑡 = 1.97, 𝑝 = .0499). All other days

have non-significant effects, with Monday, Friday, and Saturday

being positive and the rest negative. These findings indicate that

users are most likely to return from a break on a Sunday.

4.4.4 Qualitative Insights on Breaks. Several participants reported
that they intentionally tweaked their settings to take a break from

one sec interventions when they found themselves with excess free

time, such as during holidays or leisure time. This might explain

the increased likelihood of taking breaks on Fridays in Figure 11,

as the users would have free time on the coming weekend.

“I switch [one sec] off sometimes (if I’m on holiday and
I know I want to post on social media a lot) but as soon
as I notice I’m spending a few hours watching Reels I
NOTICE now and I actively go back to one sec to switch
it back on. It’s definitely made me more mindful of the
apps I’m using, even if I am still sinking time into them.”
(P209)

“Not sure if this is the app or it’s me (probably me) but I
find myself changing my ’blocking schedule’ if I’m free
and bored.” (P168)

5 DISCUSSION
Our work contributes to research in digital wellbeing and HCI

with findings from a large data set of design friction interventions,

collected organically and in-the-wild with a commercially avail-

able mobile app, to tackle absentminded and excessive smartphone

use. We guided our explorations with the three research questions.

(RQ1) What motivates smartphone users to employ design friction
interventions in practice? (RQ2) How do users set up and use de-
sign friction interventions in practice? (RQ3) How do design frictions
impact user behavior over time in everyday use? We discuss how

our findings relate to these research questions and highlight in-

sights into how users organically engage with smartphone overuse

interventions in long-term practice.

5.1 Users Employ Design Frictions to Target
Social Media (RQ1)

Our results show that users overwhelmingly target social media

apps with the design friction intervention. Within our data set, ev-

ery user had at least one open attempt targeting a social media app,

over 80% of the total open attempts for all users were social media

apps, and 62% of survey participants specifically mentioned social

media as motivation for using one sec. This finding echoes results in
related work with users recruited to use the same app as a research

tool, which reports similar levels of social media use [17]. Such

findings from within a study setting appear to translate directly

to usage patterns in organic users in the wild. Indeed, currently,

three out of five most downloaded mobile apps worldwide belong

to the social media category, with TikTok and Instagram leading

the way
8
. Interestingly, these results are in striking contrast with

the seminal work from just over a decade ago by Böhmer et al.

[5], which found communication to be the dominant category of

smartphone use (49.5%), with social media in third place (4.77%).

Although they measured total app open attempts, while we only

record open attempts for apps that users have chosen to target,

they report communication app launches to be approximately ten

times more than social media launches, while our results show

that users launched social media apps ten times more often than

communication apps. Besides suggesting that smartphone usage

patterns have changed over time, resulting in a larger share of total

usage for social media apps, this difference possibly represents a

vast gap in importance that users place on limiting social media

compared to communication.

The prevalence of social media in our blocked apps results sug-

gests that, rather than targeting smartphone use [10, 13, 38, 42],

smartphone non-use [20], or absentminded smartphone use [76],

researchers should be specifically investigating interventions for

social media overuse. There is a growing body of related work

8
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1285960/top-downloaded-mobile-apps-

worldwide/, last accessed: February 8, 2024

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1285960/top-downloaded-mobile-apps-worldwide/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1285960/top-downloaded-mobile-apps-worldwide/
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investigating potential negative impacts of social media use in par-

ticular, including degraded memory performance [7, 69] and links

to anxiety and depression [60]. Other research has suggested that

passive social media use contributes to feelings of meaningless-

ness in smartphone use [42] and that specific design features of

social media platforms decrease users’ sense of agency [40]. There

is a growing number of studies in HCI that already target social

media overuse, e.g., Youtube [39], Facebook [44], Twitter [85] or

Instagram [8], among others. Our results now provide a strong jus-

tification to persist in this targeted focus on social media overuse

rather than overall smartphone use.

5.2 Use in Practice (RQ2)
Our analysis reveals that participants most commonly employ the

Breathing Exercise friction for the duration of 6 seconds. On av-

erage, participants opt for two intervention types, indicating that

users do try out the available options to a minimal extent but rarely

employ a wide range in practice. The least employed friction was

the Rotate Phone option. We interpret this result as a consequence

of the Rotate Phone friction being the most noticeable option, dis-

couraging its use in public. When considering unique intervention

combinations (i.e., target app – intervention type – intervention

duration), we see a wider variance of setups with an average of

28.4 different setups per participant. However, this can be traced to

a feature in the app where users can optionally incrementally in-

crease or double the design friction duration with each app opening

attempt. Overall, these results reflect the trend towards using the

default setting demonstrated in Figure 5c and the most common

target apps, shown in Figure 5b.

As such, these findings align with previous work on notification

management [81] and contextually-adaptive smartphone overuse

tools [75], suggesting that few users actively seek to customize

a technological solution. Correlating these findings with partici-

pant’s technological affinity might offer insights into which par-

ticipants actively engage in customization. Consequently, some

users may not have the motivation or awareness to invest time in

customizing their system [3, 46], even though customization has

demonstrated its ability to enhance system usability and overall

user experience [82]. These results suggest two research directions

for future work. First, more efforts are needed to explore relevant

default settings based on, e.g., participant’s context or intervention

goal. Second, as has been explored in other works [22, 65, 67], we

need more investigations into how to automatically adjust settings

to users’ specific contexts. However, replacing manual customiza-

tion with automated settings can lead to users mistrusting a system

or feeling that they have relinquished control [16].

5.3 Less, But More Intentional, Use Over Time
(RQ3)

Our results demonstrate that users significantly reduce the fre-

quency at which users attempt to open target apps over time when

using a design friction intervention. This can be seen in Figure 6a,

which shows that the total app open attempts over time decreases

exponentially. However, we also see that the rate at which users

dismiss continuing to the target app decreases over time. These

results together mean that although users are reducing the number

of open attempts over time, they are actually opening the target

apps on a greater fraction of those attempts. This might suggest

that users are being more intentional with their app open attempts

over time, and are attempting to open their target apps when they

truly intend to use those apps, as qualitative statements confirm.

As highlighted in 4.1, users were motivated to try design frictions

in an effort to make their usage “more thoughtful” instead of only

decreasing time spent engaged with their devices. This finding cor-

roborates the benefits of micro design frictions discussed by Cox

et al. [11].

Mindful use has become a focus of recent related work in HCI.

For example, Lukoff et al. [42] investigated factors leading to mean-

ingfulness in smartphone use and identified habitual use, enter-

tainment, and passive social media as motivators for meaningless-

ness and loss of autonomy. Other recent work has attempted to

shift the prior focus in the field from restricting use through absti-

nence [45, 83] towards more intentional and mindful use [76, 79].

The goal of such works is for users to regain autonomy and control

over their own behavior and to use their phones in a way that

aligns with their own values [20]. Based on these goals, the design

frictions implemented in one sec appear to be successful. Users are

attempting to open self-identified problem apps less often but more

intentionally.

Design frictions in other research works have also reported suc-

cess in reducing usage [27, 76], suggesting that this mechanism

is a useful mechanism in tackling absentminded smartphone use.

These findings stand in somewhat contrast to previous results on

the failure of (insufficiently) restrictive solutions to tame smart-

phone addiction, as described in [50]. Whereas we do not report

any effects on screen time as a proxy for smartphone addiction,

the qualitative statements suggest an increase in satisfaction with

participant’s patterns of smartphone use. As one potential research

direction, future work could explore the personal differences in

preferences for interventions.

Although we see that the overall app open attempts decrease

over time, the steep exponential decrease at the beginning of use

has important consequences for research in digital wellbeing. In

Figure 6a, the decrease in app open attempts begins to flatten after

approximately 20 days of use (roughly 3 weeks). This suggests that

the largest behavior changes for smartphone overuse interventions

should be present within the first three weeks of use. Although

not conclusive, this finding suggests that smartphone interven-

tion experiments could be conducted over a three-week period to

understand the magnitude of their behavioral impact. Given that

many related works conduct two- to four-week field experiments

(e.g., [20, 26, 27, 76]), this finding reflects positively on the methods

currently employed in the research field.

Our results build on the investigation by Grüning et al. [17].

Where their study involves new one sec users, we contribute a new
perspective by recruiting existing users of the app to contribute

their historical usage data (i.e., usage that occurred when they were

not yet aware of being in a study). Grüning et al. [17] report app

open attempts with a similar level to our results and a similar de-

crease over the six weeks. We also extend these results by providing

data over a longer period of time (13.4 weeks on average) and ad-

ditionally by identifying and characterizing breaks as a behavior

pattern. Grüning et al. [17] also investigated the impact of different
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mechanisms – a message, a friction, an option to dismiss, and a

combination – relative to a control. They found that offering the

option to dismiss consumption had the strongest effect. Accord-

ingly, we expect that the same mechanism explains the behavioral

changes seen in our study.

5.4 Spontaneous Break Taking with a Quick
Rebound (RQ3)

Guided by RQ3, we investigated our dataset for usage patterns over

time beyond the decrease in overall use. We identified that over

one-quarter of the participants took at least one break from the

design frictions. We see (Figure 9 and Figure 10) a sharp increase

in use immediately preceding a break, which is echoed by high

usage the first hour after ending the break. However, similar to

when users first start using the intervention, the number of open

attempts quickly drops. The fact that usage only rises shortly before

a break may indicate that the decision to pause the intervention

is an in-the-moment choice rather than a slow build-up towards

frustration or a steady decline towards self-sufficiency. This in-the-

moment decision-making is consistent with prior work showing

that smartphone overuse is associated with short-term decision-

making at the expense of long-term benefits [72].

Concurrently, our findings show that users are significantly more

likely to begin a break on a Friday and return on a Sunday. This

usage pattern suggests a weekend cycle where users either schedule

the app not to intervene on weekends or otherwise periodically

disable the functionality on weekends. As results in the qualitative

findings suggest, some users wish they were able to separately block

different parts of apps (e.g., separate messaging from Instagram).

This coupling could explain the weekend break pattern, as users

may wish to use the communication functions of the target social

media apps. This also aligns with previous work [9] on more nu-

anced interventions – one where users can specify not only target

apps but target functions or tabs in apps.

Past work has discussed activating smartphone overuse interven-

tions periodically [76]. This periodic intervention scheme echoes

the way we take medicine to treat acute conditions, with speci-

fied doses at a predetermined frequency (e.g., once per day), rather

than acting as a continuous crutch. This approach encourages self-

efficacy and relies on the effects of a smartphone overuse interven-

tion lasting beyond its active implementation. If this were true, it

would theoretically be possible to calculate the rate at which user

behavior returns to unwanted levels, and a dosage schedule could

be developed. However, our results suggest that this may not be the

case. Users periodically took breaks from one sec, and we see that

usage sharply increases preceding a break, and when users return

from a break, they also have high usage. Similar to when users

initially installed the intervention, their usage quickly drops back

down within a matter of hours after re-activating the intervention.

These results suggest that the impact of the design friction does

not last beyond its application. However, as users recover quickly

from breaks and overall usage continues to trend down over time,

our results also suggest that periodic breaks from the intervention

are not detrimental to the overall goal of reduced, more intentional

usage.

Our results, which highlight that periodic spontaneous breaks

are a relatively pervasive phenomenon, motivate the need for future

studies to investigate break-taking in more detail. In particular, a

future study could be designed to characterize usage patterns while

on a break, which we did not measure inherently due to that activity

occurring outside of the influence of one sec.

5.5 Reflection on Methodology for Long-Term
Evaluations

We conducted this investigation by recruiting existing, organic

users of a commercially available mobile app to donate their histor-

ical usage data. This study design has several advantages as well as

several notable disadvantages to acknowledge. There is, overall, a

lack of truly in-the-wild field studies in HCI, as highlighted by the

emphasis on field experiments in these reflections on mobile HCI

research methods [28, 29]. Furthermore, wellbeing self-control tools

have so far been evaluated within a rather short time frame of an

average duration of 3.22 weeks (𝑆𝐷 = 1.49), as a recent systematic

review suggests [64]. Since users donated their data retrospectively,

the information represents their behavior when they are not being

observed. As such, these insights provide an invaluable opportunity

to investigate whether findings observed in lab studies and field

experiments translate to real users in practice. This data collection

methodology also enabled us to collect usage data over a relatively

longer period of time (13.4 weeks on average for a maximum of

128 weeks, 𝑆𝐷 = 15.2 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠). Actively conducting a field exper-

iment for this amount of time would require considerable effort.

One of the primary disadvantages of this methodology is that we

have much less control over the study. All of the data is collected

retrospectively, and therefore, we could not apply constraints or

controls in advance. As we rely on a commercially available mobile

app as a data collection tool rather than a custom-built research

platform, we also had less control over the user experience and

interventions. This absence of control is, of course, balanced by the

ecological validity of our data and the fact that one sec consistently,
i.e., with fewer programming bugs as a commercial tool, incor-

porates many features highlighted in past work on smartphone

overuse (see Section 3.1).

We made data privacy a priority in our data collection method-

ology. Participants were recruited through a passive banner that

appeared for all users, and they were able to join the study directly

without any direct contact with the research team. Each user was

assigned a UUID through the app, ensuring that the participants

maintain complete anonymity. When we rolled out the qualitative

online survey, we recruited users through the app. This banner

was displayed to users who had already donated their data to the

original study, and their responses are correlated through UUID

only. As such, we were able to maintain full anonymity throughout

the study and were still able to reach out to users for additional

data collection.

5.6 Limitations & Future Work
One limitation to our work is due to our study design. Although

collecting historical data from existing users has clear benefits and

is one of the main contributions of our work, there are also disad-

vantages to this method. For one, as the datasets were contributed
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by existing users, it is inherently not possible to capture dropout

patterns and attrition rates. Additionally, since the data is collected

by one sec, we do not have usage information from before installa-

tion, nor do we have usage information for apps not associated with

one sec. Our data collection method is aligned with a privacy-first

approach. It would be highly interesting for future work to use an

alternative study design to answer additional research questions. In

particular, recruiting users to install one sec and then collecting data
for several weeks before implementing any interventions would

enable a within-subjects control to robustly quantify the effective-

ness of the interventions. Such a study setup could enable dropouts

to be identified, although the motivation of participating in a study

would likely bias this measure. Collecting additional usage data for

apps not associated with one sec could provide even further insights

as to whether the interventions reduce overall smartphone use,

but this would be considerably more privacy-invasive and would

thus require additional ethical considerations. In these alternative

study designs, as well as in ours, there is a self-selection bias. The

participants represent users who think that they are overusing their

phones and are attempting to solve the problem. Yet, such users

are exactly the target demographic for such interventions, which

mitigates any negative impacts from the self-selection bias.

A second limitation to our work is that we did not collect so-

ciodemographic information for all of the participants in the study.

We intentionally designed the initial sign-up process for users to

have low overhead and to preserve anonymity. However, a subset of

participants voluntarily provided demographic information when

participating in the online survey. As such, we have demographic

information from a representative sample of 24% of the study pop-

ulation. As sociodemographic variables were not the primary focus

of our research, we determined that collecting a representative

sample is satisfactory for the purposes of this work.

Another limitation to our work is the fact that we do not have

location information for the participants. As such, we were unable

to reliably conduct any analysis on time-of-day usage, as the par-

ticipants were likely spread across multiple time zones. Although

we acknowledge this limitation, our work now motivates future

research to delve deeper into patterns of use associated with in-the-

wild design friction users.

Furthermore, our top-down, non-exhaustive qualitative analysis

might be limiting in the fact that, by complementing quantitative

results only, we potentially confirm existing biases and miss the

discovery of unexpected and more nuanced insights. However, this

method of analysis provides additional insightful context to the

quantitative data and serves as a useful initial step before moving

into subsequent in-depth qualitative explorations.

Finally, due to the nature of mobile operating systems and our

data collection methodology, we do not have information about

overall screen time or usage of any apps that the users did not as-

sociate with one sec. This limits the insights we can glean from the

data regarding smartphone use in general, but our research focuses

on the subset of smartphone use that users identify as problem-

atic for themselves. With this focus in mind, the information we

collected is appropriate to investigate our research questions.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated how users interact with design fric-

tions to prevent smartphone overuse. We recruited 1,039 exist-

ing users of a commercially available mobile app for smartphone

overuse, one sec, to contribute their historical usage data. The par-

ticipants contributed an average of 13.4 weeks of usage data and

249 users additionally provided qualitative responses through an

online survey. Our results show that users primarily target social

media apps and that the design frictions are effective in reducing

the number of app open attempts. Users are more intentional in

opening target apps over time. Additionally, users take periodic

breaks from the intervention and quickly regain control of their

smartphone use after the breaks. Overall, we contribute results from

a longitudinal in-the-wild investigation into smartphone overuse

intervention behaviors. Our results contribute to a future in which

users are mindfully in control of their own smartphone behaviors,

leading to a more symbiotic relationship between users and their

phones.

7 OPEN SCIENCE
In order to facilitate reproducing and extending our results and

analysis, our dataset and analysis scripts are available online for

research purposes: https://github.com/mimuc/one-sec
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